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Summary 

This deliverable is intended to translate the main findings of the JRA1/WP11 work in terms 
of recommendations for the engineering community, in order to improve the way to account 
for the effects of subsurface and surface geometry in engineering, i.e., in the practical 
estimation of design motion. 
For surface topography effects, the review of available results (recorded data and numerical 
simulation) suggests that effects of pure geometry are limited to a factor at most 2 for 
common topographic features; it also outlines the frequent coincidence of larger than 
expected amplification with significant directional effects, with a larger motion in the 
direction transverse to the topography elongation. These results are consistent with large 
directional effects found on unstable rock slopes, with larger motion at azimuths 
perpendicular to the open cracks, and with the significant polarization found in fractured 
fault zones in Italy. The homogeneous reprocessing work performed for several tens of 
Italian, Swiss, French and Japanese (KiK-net) sites, together with the geophysical 
experiments performed at the two Italian sites, led the NERA-JRA1 working group on 
topography to  

a) Interprete large surface topography effects as controlled by combination of 
topography with pronounced local, shallow heterogeneities (fracturation, anisotropy, 
weathering, …),  

b) to express serious doubts about the relevancy of the topographic aggravation factor 
presently included in the EC8 recommendations,  

c) to propose a site-specific procedure for cases where site-effects on pronounced 
topography may be suspected 

 
For basin effects, the situation is more complex and no simple, quantitative proposition can 
be done. However, the analysis of the dense array data recorded in the Argostoli-Koutavos 
area and the comprehensive parametric study of the linear response of more than 1000 2D 
valleys allow to draw a number of conclusions, which should help, though being only semi-
qualitative semi-quantitative, for microzonation and site-specific hazard assessment 
studies. 

a) Subsurface geometry give rise to a significant amplification on the vertical 
component (because of the diffraction of energetic Rayleigh waves), which is 
presently NOT taken into account in EC8 recommendations 

b) The valley geometry controls the structure of the coherency values, through the 
sensitivity of coherency to the orientation of the station-pair with respect to valley 
axis, in direct relation with the structure of the wavefield. The coherency also 
decreases with increasing frequency and inter-station distance, as expected, but is 
not – or only wvery weakly - dependent on event magnitude, distance, and back-
azimuth. 

c) The range of 2D/1D aggravation factors ("AGF") is found to depend on the ground 
motion intensity parameter considered, being larger for "energy-related" 
parameters, and lower for high-frequency parameters. These AGF are found in the 
range 1.3 – 2 in most cases, with a maximum generally near the valley edges, but 
occasionally in the center of embanked valleys. These AGF decrease with increasing 
input ground motion in case of non-linearity. Simple formulae relating these AGF to 
the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the valley and the receiver 
position will be derived in 2015 as a follow-up of this project 
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1 Introduction 

This deliverable is intended to translate the main findings of the JRA1/WP11 work in terms 
of recommendations for the engineering community, in order to improve the way to account 
for the effects of subsurface and surface geometry in engineering, i.e., in the practical 
estimation of design motion. 
 
In Europe, the earthquake resistant design has started to be harmonized through the 
national application of the Eurocode 8 document (EC8). In its present version, EC8 contains 
recommendations to account for surface topography effects on one side (in relation with the 
sole surface geometry), and to account for the characteristics of the local soil column, 
considered as horizontally stratified, on the other side. A revision process for EC8 was 
scheduled to start in 2014; however, according to the members of the committee in charge 
of this revision, its main target was a simplification and not a complexification. Considering 
our findings in this work package, the main propositions for an EC8 revision (which have 
been actually transmitted to the members of this committee) concern only the effects of 
surface topography, as adding an "aggravation factor" to the site class spectra shapes and 
parameters was considered as a complication that would not be accepted by the civil 
engineering community. 
 
In addition, as mentioned in deliverables D11.5 and D11.6, there was some delay in the 
achievement of numerical simulation and the interpretation of the associated results. The 
time was thus too short to propose by the end of the project simple expressions for the 
"aggravation factors associated to the underground geometry. Such a work is under way on 
the basis of NERA WP11 computations, within the framework of independent PhD 
fellowships, and will refer  to the NERA funding.  
 
Therefore, the main part of this deliverable is related with the summary presentation of the 
main findings about the effects of surface topography, and the resulting recommendations 
for EC8 revision, as the present provisions seem to have a very poor scientific basis - if any. 
 
However, the results already achieved in terms of basin response, from both numerical 
simulation (D11.5) and experimental results (D11.6) allow to propose some directions that 
should significantly help for specific studies, for instance for microzonation studies at an 
urban scale, or site-specific hazard assessment studies of critical facilities. 

2 Site effects at sites with pronounced topography: overview & 
recommendations	  

2.1 Participating	  teams	  and	  scientists	  
• ETH Zurich : Jan Burjánek, Donat Fäh 
• INGV Rome : Marta Pischiutta, Antonio Rovelli, Giovanna Calderoni 
• ISTerre Grenoble : Pierre-Yves Bard, Cécile Cornou, Emmanuel Chaljub, Emeline 

Maufroy 

2.2 Summary	  of	  achieved	  work	  	  
We  present  results  of  a  joint  effort  undertaken  in  European  project  NERA  -JRA1,  which  
aims  at establishing scientifically solid and practically acceptable propositions how to 
incorporate site effects in seismic hazard assessment at sites with pronounced topography. 
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We first summarize what influences the site response at such sites most. We avoid the 
terminology “topographic site effect” as it is usually understood as a pure effect of surface 
geometry on ground motion, represented by models of homogeneous half space with a non-
planar free surface. However, it has turned out that the observed amplifications  at  sites  with  
pronounced  topography  could  not  be  usually  explained  by  the terrain geometry only, and 
are instead tightly linked with the local sub-surface structure, specifically the shear- wave 
velocity (e.g., Paolucci et al., 1999; Assimaki et al., 2005; Graizer, 2009; Glinsky and 
Betrand, 2011; Gallipoli  et  al.,  2013).  Thus  results  of  models  based  on  homogeneous  
substratum  have  limited application in real cases. 
 
In this document, we overview recent results and sketch recommendations  for practical 
applications. The key results have been published in the paper by Burjanek et al. (2014), 
henceforth BU14, which can be found in the Appendix A of this document. 25 instrumented 
sites with complex topography were identified in Switzerland and Japan based on 
quantitative DEM analysis (BU14). A detailed site characterization, including measured S-
wave velocity profiles down to 30-200 m, is available for these sites, as well as empirical 
amplification functions relative to a derived reference rock profile (Edwards et al., 2013). We 
have focused on the sites classified as ridges, since the amplification effects due to topography 
are expected to be strongest at these locations (e.g., Maufroy et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009). 
We checked the both polarization and directionality of ground-motion since a number of 
observational studies have found directional site effects at locations with pronounced 
topography (e.g., Bonamassa and Vidale 1991; Spudich et al. 1996; Del Gaudio and 
Wasowski, 2007; Burjanek et al. 2010; Massa et al., 2010; Pischiutta et al., 2010 and 2011; 
Panzera et al., 2011, Burjanek et al., 2012). By polarization we mean shortly linearity of the 
particle motion and by directionality concentration of the particle motion azimuths. 
 
Since the total number of sites analyzed in BU14 is still relatively limiting, we tried to 
incorporate available results for Italian and Japanese K-NET sites as well (Appendices C, F). 
However, these studies present several limitations. We briefly summarize the main results 
here. 
 
At first, both noise and earthquake recordings of 20 stations of Italian broadband network, 
located at sites with pronounced  topography,  were processed with polarization analysis 
(see Appendix C). The results of the polarization analysis could be directly compared with 
BU14 study, since the same method was applied. Some of the sites (9 in total, e.g., BULG, 
CERT, CLTB, CTI, GIB, ILLI, MAGA, MRB1, SSY) show strong polarization (linearity of the 
particle motion and directionality) at certain frequencies. The rest of the sites show weak, or 
no polarization  (MAIM, MCEL).  A band limited disagreement  between  the results for the 
noise and earthquake recordings is observed at number of sites (e.g., CERT, GIB, INTR, LADO, 
MAIM, SGTA, VULT). This might be addressed to strong directional sources in the ambient 
noise wavefield (see BU14 for the discussion). Nevertheless, we do not have neither measured 
shear wave velocity profiles nor observed amplification functions for these sites. However, 
we could state, that the observed polarization is not solely linked to the terrain geometry 
(e.g., compare site MCEL and CLTB), thus subsurface structure has to play a role. 
 
At second, an independent study of ground motion polarization and amplification was 
performed at a number of Italian sites (Appendix F). Some of the sites (ALJA, CERT, CLTB, 
ILLI, INTR, LADO, MAGA, SGTA) were included in the preceding  study (see paragraph  
above).  So that it is possible to compare  the different  polarization  analysis,  and 
especially  find the potential  link  between  the observed  ground motion directionality and 
amplification. The results of the two different polarization estimates are in good  
agreement  (compare  Fig.  2  in  Appendix  E,  with  polar  plots  in  Appendix  C).  The  
potential amplification was deduced from the comparison of the observed response spectra for 
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a number of earthquakes and ground motion prediction model. In general, the directional 
amplification is observed at sites with strong ground motion polarization (CERT, CLTB, ILLI, 
MAGA). The recordings of the station INTR are probably affected by strong directional noise 
source (see Appendix C). The comparison was performed  for  very  limited  number  of  events  
(less  than  four),  so  it  is  impossible  to  make  any conclusions. Moreover, we do not have 
measured shear wave velocity profiles for these sites. Nevertheless, even this limited study 
supports the link between amplification and ground motion directionality. 
 
At third, Japanese K-NET sites were investigated in similar way as the KiK-net sites in BU14. 
Seven ridge sites were identified in the network by DEM analysis. However, we later found that 
some of the K-NET station coordinates published at Kyoshin website1  are not correct (at least 
two of the seven sites are located some hundred meters from the reported position – not 
on the ridge anymore), so that we decided not to include these results in this document. 
We would like to emphasize here that this is not the case of the KiK-net stations. 
 

2.3 Main	  conclusions	  
The following statements related to the site soil classes and observed amplifications are 
based on the work  done  on  25  Swiss  and  Japanese  sites,  since  the  additional  studies  
described  in  preceding paragraphs have limitations. EC8 Soil classification is based on 
measured Vs30. In the following, we summarize our main observations: 
 
(1) We have  not identified  any  general  link  between  the geometrical  features  

of the surface topography and the observed site response. 
 

Observed amplifications can differ up to a factor of 20 for similar sites with 
comparable surface topography: this is a too large difference with respect to expected 
ground motion variability due to surface geometry only (Maximum factor of 2, e.g. 
Assimaki et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2009). As an example  compare  sites SZOH34  and 
HASLI  in Appendix  B.  To avoid  any misunderstanding,  we definitely do not claim that 
the geometry of the surface has no effect on the ground motion at all. The observation is 
just that the large systematic amplifications at topographic sites cannot be explained by 
surface geometry only. 

 
(2) Subsurface velocity structure is variable even under sites with complex 

topography. 
 
1 http://www.kyoshin.bosai.go.jp/kyoshin/db/index_en.html?all	  



In our study EC8 soil classes ranging from A to D have been found. This might be 
seen as a trivial observation. However, some of the sites can be identified as 
outcropping rock sites by only looking at the borehole lithology log (e.g., see sites 
WKYH08, KGSH12, NARH01, YMGH15 in Table 2, BU14), but the Vs30 values 
correspond to velocity ranges of sediment sites. This shows the importance of 
shear-wave  velocity measurements  even at the rock outcrops.  It has to be noted 
that the vast majority of numerical studies on topographic site effects have assumed 
shear-wave velocities larger than 1000 m/s. 

 
(3) The amplification is controlled in first place by the sub-surface velocity 

structure  
  

The rock sites (EC8 class A) with pronounced topography studied here do not, on 
average, exhibit any systematic amplification. In particular, we do observe only weak 
amplification (factor <2) with respect to the reference rock condition at some sites, and 
in many cases a de-amplification. The amplification or de-amplification is almost 
frequency independent. On the other hand, the rest of the sites (non EC8 class A) 
present systematic frequency dependent amplifications (up to a factor of 20 in 
particular frequency bands) with respect to reference rock condition. 
 

(4) The   observed    amplifications    are   correlated    with    ground    motion    
polarization    and directionality  
 
The amplified ground motion at non EC8 class A is found to be polarized and directional, 
i.e., ground motion vibrates in specific directions (see Figure 8 in BU14 and Appendix 
B). In particular, the frequency  of the fundamental  peaks in the amplification  curves 
correlates with the frequencies where  the  ground  motion  becomes  polarized  and  
directional  (see  Figure  9  in  BU14).  This directionality is observed consistently in 
the both ambient vibration and earthquake recordings (see Figure 5 in BU14). The 
directionality  and polarization of ground motion originate likely from the structure 
near the surface (<100 m, in most of the cases). This was demonstrated by polarization 
analysis of corresponding borehole recordings of the Japanese sites, which present 
neither directionality nor polarization (see Figure 10 in BU14). 

 
Based on these observations, we conclude that strong systematic amplification observed at 
sites with pronounced topography is controlled by subsurface velocity structure, rather 
than the shape of the topography. The pure effects of surface geometry might be observed 
only at hard rock sites where the amplification due to the subsurface structure does not 
dominate the wave-field. Although, based on our observation, such effects do not seem to 
result in strong systematic amplification nor de-amplification (compared  to effects  due  to 
subsurface  velocity  structure),  they  might  appear  for  specific  source locations (Lee et 
al., 2009). The conclusions are based just on analysis of 25 sites, so further studies are 
strongly required. Moreover, the unique physical model for the observed directional 
resonances has not been identified yet. The directionality might be in principle explained by 
2D resonances. In particular, a presence  of  seismic  impedance  contrast  (due  to  soft  
subsurface  material)  under  2D  geometrical structure (e.g., ridge) could result in P-SV 
and SH normal modes like in 2D Alpine valleys (e.g., Ermert et al., 2014). However, it is 
sometimes difficult to relate observed directionality to surface geometry (e.g.,sites 
SZOH34 and CERT in Appendix B and C, respectively). On the other hand, directional 
response might be caused by the fractured nature of the medium as well (Burjanek et al., 
2012). Specifically, it seems that the bulk stiffness of the fractured rock mass could drop 
significantly in the direction perpendicular  to the fractures.  Thus the isotropic low 
velocity subsurface  structure might not likely explain observed directionality. 
Nevertheless, it is necessary in the future to confirm these hypotheses by detailed field 
observations (e.g., fracture observations and characterization) and through numerical 
modeling. 
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2.4 Main	  recommendations	  
Based  on  our  findings,  we  can  propose  the  following  recommendations  for  local  
seismic  effect evaluation at sites with pronounced topography: 
 
(1) Seismic response can be hardly anticipated just from the terrain geometry. 
 

Standalone analysis of a digital elevation model will not reduce uncertainty in hazard 
estimation at sites with pronounced topography. It could lead to severe 
underestimation of potential amplifications. 

 
(2) Significance of amplification  at a given site can be predicted at low-cost 

through non-invasive polarization analysis of the ambient noise wave-field. 
 

Strong polarization of the horizontal component and high directionality of ambient 
vibrations (AV) are signatures of potentially strong site effect. In particular, the 
fundamental frequency and direction  (direction  where  the  strongest  amplification  
occurs)  can  be  estimated  from  AV. Although   time-frequency   polarization   analysis   
(TFPA,   Burjanek   et  al.,  2010,  2012)  was exclusively applied in BU14 to process 
ground motion data, even simpler directional H/V ratio could be applied as well. 
Nevertheless, TFPA outperforms directional H/V providing better directional  resolution  
(see  Figure  3.1  in  Appendix  D),  and  is  also  capable  to  detect  non- directional site 
effect too (see Appendix E). We also stress here the problem of the strong local 
anthropogenic  noise  sources  (i.e.,  industrial  peaks),  which  represent  a  general  
problem  in ambient vibration surveys. Ground motion generated from such sources are 
usually mostly harmonic, polarized and strongly directional (see, e.g., Figure 5 in 
BU14). Thus, presence of such sources can be easily confused with the directional 
site response. Since such sources usually have very narrow band spectra, it is 
possible to recognize them through analysis of the power spectral densities (estimated 
with methods preventing spectral leakage, e.g., without artificial smoothing, which 
smears the peaks). 

 
(3) Efforts should be concentrated on retrieving subsurface velocity structure. 
 

If a potential  site-effect  was identified from single station polarization  analysis, it 
might be justified to measure the velocity structure. This should be obtained by direct 
measurements and not from the lithology of observed outcropping rock unit. This might 
present a challenge, since current  geophysical  methods  are  adapted  more  to 
situations  with  layered  sediments  (e.g., alluvial sediments). One has to be aware 
that exposed topographic sites are likely formed by particular geomorphological 
processes (e.g., weathering), and could be, for example, strongly fractured. In case of 
fracturing, standard geophysical velocity measurements might fail. 

 
(4) Detailed  numerical  modeling  can reveal the joint effect of surface 

geometry and subsurface velocity structure. 
 

A successful  prediction  of the local response  of sites with pronounced  topography  
needs a reliable shear wave velocity model representative of the site (i.e., a measured 
one). Detailed numerical modeling can subsequently reveal the joint effect of surface 
geometry and subsurface structure. However, for example, the presence of fractures 
could strongly affect the seismic response, which should be well represented in the 
numerical simulations. 

 

2.4.1 A proposal for a site-specific procedure 

 
The evaluation  of the site response at site with pronounced topography  can therefore 
be performed with the following procedure: 
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(i) Acquisition of ambient vibrations at multiple points at site of the interest to map 

the area for possible site-effects. 
(ii) If the polarization analysis does not reveal near strong directionality or 

polarization of ground motion on the horizontal component of motion, the site is 
likely not prone to strong site effect (potential amplification is likely less than 2). 

(iii) If the polarization analysis reveals a systematic polarization, an amplification 
could be expected. Further investigations are then recommended. This can include 
a temporary seismic station deployment to estimate directly the empirical 
amplification at the site. The measurements  of the subsurface velocity structure 
present another option. Low shear-wave  velocities  clearly  indicate  potential  site  
effect,  which  can  be  quantified through  numerical   modeling.  Nevertheless,   it  
is  recommended   to  validate  such numerical  results  with other  seismic  
observations  (e.g., with local  site  to reference spectral ratios – even performed 
with ambient vibrations). 

 

2.4.2 Concluding recommendations  to EC8 update 

 
The NERA-JRA1 working group on topography expresses serious doubts about the 
relevancy of the topographic aggravation factor presently included in the EC8 
recommendations. This tau "τ" coefficient is presently  a)  related  to the  sole  surface  
geometry,  b) frequency  independent,  and  c) limited  to maximum increase of 40%. In 
our study we have shown that the shear-wave velocity structure is much more important 
than the geometry of a site. 
 
The review of available results (recorded data and numerical simulation) suggests that 
effects of pure topography are limited to a factor at most 2 for common topographic 
features; such a factor falls within the variability range of all GMPEs used for the hazard 
assessment studies and derived design spectra. As the surface topography conditions are 
not taken into account in the derivation of GMPEs, it is very likely that such purely 
geometrical effects contribute to the variability "σ" of GMPEs: applying an additional 
"tau" coefficient opens the possibility of "double counting" the effect of surface 
topography. Moreover soil classification for soil A (here strictly defined by Vs values) is 
often based on lithology and can be strongly biased, mixing B, C, or even D class sites 
into class A. Therefore, the design spectrum for the rock class A already contains likely 
effects of softer material and is therefore conservative. 
 
All  available  results  also  emphasize  the  frequency  dependence  of  effects  related  to  
sites  with pronounced surface topography, whatever its origin (pure geometry, i.e., local 
curvature, shallow shear- wave velocity structure or fracturing).  This is not accounted 
for in the present EC8 formulation and might lead to an over- or under-estimation in 
particular frequency ranges. Finally, the limited EC8 values (+40% only) are not 
appropriate for the cases where significant site effects are observed on pronounced 
topography, which are not due to geometrical effects: in such cases, the amplification 
levels may reach factors up to 4 to 20 in particular frequency ranges, and the present EC8 
recommendations may provide a dangerous illusion of security. 
 
As a consequence, the majority of the members of the NERA-JRA1 working group on 
topography recommend to drop the "τ" coefficient as it is presently specified in EC8, 
and to follow the proposed site-specific procedure for cases where site-effects on 
pronounced topography may be suspected. 
 
The same working group recommends the gathering of additional data through specific 
studies including systematic site surveys, in order to establish more robust conclusions. 
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2.5 List	  of	  appendices	  
• Appendix A: Empirical evidence of local seismic effects at KiK-net and Swiss sites 

with pronounced topography 
• Appendix B: Digital elevation models, amplifications and polarization analysis of 

KiK-net and Swiss sites 
• Appendix C: Digital elevation models and polarization analysis of Italian sites 
• Appendix D: An overview of instrumented European sites with complex 

topography 
• Appendix E: Polarization analysis for a typical 1D site 
• Appendix F: Horizontal amplification on topography at selected broad-band 

stations of INGV seismic network 
 

3 Valleys and basins 

The complexity of the effects of underground geometry on seismic ground motion, 
combined with the limitations of both geophysical investigation techniques and numerical 
simulation, made it impossible till now to include such effects in earthquake hazard 
assessment and risk mitigation policies. One of the goal of the JRA1 work package was 
then to quantify the amplifications of ground-shaking produced by basin structures 
through experimental data and modeling, with the aim to establish scientifically solid and 
practically acceptable propositions to incorporate basin effects in seismic design. 
This section starts with a summary of the main experimental and numerial results, 
presented in more detail in deliverables D11.5 and D11.6, and then lists the main 
learnings of engineering insterest  

3.1 Participating	  teams	  and	  scientists	  
• ISTerre Grenoble (CNRS) : P.-Y. Bard, C. Cornou, E. Chaljub, A. Imtiaz,  
• INGV Rome : G. Cultrera, A. Rovelli, P. Bordoni, F. Cara, G. DiGiulio, G. Milana, V. 

Pessina, M. Pisciutta, M. Vassallo 
• ITSAK Thessaloniki : N. Theodoulids, A. Savvaidis, K. Makra,  
• AUTH Thessaloniki : K. Pitilakis, E. Riga, F. Gelagoti,  
• GFZ Potsdam : S. Parolai, T. Boxberger,  
• Comenius University Bratislava : P. Moczo, J. Kristek 
• Other (non-NERA) contributors : F. Hollender and C. Guyonnet-Benaize (CEA 

Cadarache, France) 
 

3.2 Main	  results	  

3.2.1 Data : Argostoli (D11.6) 

An analysis of the existing and available data has been performed in view of  
investigating the link between ground motion spatial variability, seismic wavefield and 
subsurface properties. It turned out that dense array data were still missing and it was 
decided to use the mobile instrumentation available within the partnership to install 
temporary, very dense arrays in two carefully selected sites. 64 instruments from four 
institutions (CNRS/ISTerre, INGV, ITSAK and GFZ) have been deployed from September 
2011 to April 2012 in a small alluvial valley (1 km wide, 60 m thick, 2 Hz 
fundamental frequency) located south of Argostoli in Kefalonia island (Greece). This is 
one of the most active seismic areas in Europe, and hundreds of local and regional 
events have been recorded along two EW and NS lines across the valley and two 
very dense arrays in the central part of the valley (21 BB sensors over a 2 ha area) 
and the valley edge (10 short period sensors). A similar array of larger size (≈1 km 
aperture) has been deployed from April to September 2012 in the Fucino basin east of 
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Roma, a much thicker basin (0.3 Hz fundamental frequency, 15 km wide, 1km thick). It 
did record the Emilia-Romagna sequence of May – June 2012, but provided only a few 
usable array recording sets (about 12). 
The underground structure of both sites has been investigated with specific geophysical 
surveys involving active and passive non-invasive techniques (MASW and microtremor 
array), with a special emphasis on the Argostoli site. 
About 700 events (mostly local and regional) have been recorded by the Argostoli array 
with a good signal-to-noise ratio. Local events were relocalized by ITSAK-EPPO using a 
few stations specially installed on Kefalonia and neighboring islands during the 
temporary experiment. The systematic analysis of a large subset of events with 
"classical" spectral ratio techniques (site-to-reference, H/V) exhibits significant 2D or 3D 
effects as presented in Cultrera et al. (2014), with a directional amplification on the 
horizontal component, and a non-negligible amplification  on the vertical component. 
The dense array recordings have been analyzed with a 3-Component, array processing 
technique (MUSIQUE) combining the MUSIC approach with quaternion techniques as 
presented in Hobiger et al. (2012) for wavefield identification, and also with engineering 
oriented tools for investigating the short distance spatial variability and coherence. As 
detailed in Imtiaz et al. (2014) and Imtiaz,(2015),  
The array analysis algorithm MUSIQUE provided the slowness, back-azimuth, type and 
polarization of the dominant waves crossing the array. The results clearly indicate 
significant scattering of seismic waves, mainly from the valley-edge directions, 
corresponding to 2D/3D effects beyond the fundamental frequency of the valley. While 
Love surface waves clearly dominate the wave field close to the resonance frequency, 
Rayleigh waves are seen over a broad range at higher frequencies but dominating only in 
relatively narrow bands. Besides, an excellent consistency is observed between the 
dominance of the identified surface wave type in the wave field and the site 
amplification. 
The "lagged coherency" of the most energetic part of the ground motion has been 
quantified for each possible station-pair within the array. In general, spatial coherency 
estimated from the horizontal components exhibit decays with frequency and interstation 
distance. Estimates from the vertical component exhibit rather larger values at some 
higher frequencies. Coherency does not show any consistent dependence on the 
magnitude, back-azimuth or site-to-source distance of the event, but is found to be 
primarily controlled by the site dependent geometrical characteristics. Larger coherency 
is systematically observed when the orientation of the station pair is parallel to the valley 
length and lower values have been observed in the perpendicular (i.e. valley-edge) 
direction. This observation proves to be very consistent with the results from MUSIQUE 
analysis, which showed the predominance of scattered surface waves in the valley-edge 
directions, implying that the waves are propagating in phase along valley-parallel 
direction and out of phase along valley-perpendicular direction. The comparison of the 
measured coherency with the main coherence models found in the relevant literature 
and used in engineering, indicates very poor performance of the latter, showing the 
impossibility to extrapolate the measurements form one site to another as long as this 
extrapolation is not physically based. 
 

3.2.2 Numerical simulations : aggravation factors (D11.5) 

The objective was primarily to use numerical simulation tools to derive "aggravation 
factors" quantifying the difference between 2D or 3D response and the 1D response, the 
latter being supposed to be the "standard" accounted for in building codes or first level 
site-specific studies.  
This has been achieved through the design of a comprehensive parametric study of the 
linear response of more than 1000 2D valleys (162 trapezoidal or triangular geometries 
combined with six velocity profiles involving realistic velocity gradients for both 
sediments and rock, plus 32 similar geometries combined with 3 different homogeneous 
velocity profiles). The valley width range from 500 m to 20 km, the sediment thickness 
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from 30 m to 1 km, VS30 values from 125 m/s to 500 m/s, and velocity contrast at depth 
from 1.5 to 8. The 2D response has been computed for at least 100 surface receivers 
under vertical incidence of pulse-like SH and SV waves, and later convolved with 10 to 
20 real input accelerograms. These computations were performed with the various 
modeling techniques and codes available with the consortium : Finite Difference, Finite 
Element, and Spectral Element, in the linear case and for some cases taking into account 
the soil non-linearities. 
The results are described first in terms of average "amplification factors AF" (average 
ratio of output response spectrum to input response spectrum for various realistic input 
signals), and ultimately in terms of  2D/1D "aggravation factors AGF" quantifying the 
additional effect of the 2D geometry by comparing the 2F AF to the 1D AF (taking into 
account only the local vertical soil column). A preliminary analysis indicates that these 
AGF are found in the range 1.3 – 2 in most cases, with a maximum near the valley 
edges and sometimes in the center of embanked valleys, while they almost 
systematically exhibit some deamplification (AGF values smaller than 1) on the very 
edges of valleys (over dipping sediment-basement interface). These aggravation factors 
decrease with increasing input ground motion because of non-linearity, while they may 
increase in case of pronounced 3D geometries. The final objective is to propose simple 
formulae relating these AGF to the geometrical and mechanical characteristics of the 
valley and the receiver position. 
 
A wide variety of engineering parameters have been considered, including time domain 
peak values (pga, pgv),  spectral ordinates at variable frequencies, Spectral intensity, 
Arias intensity, root-mean-square acceleration, cumulative absolute velocity and 
duration. These AGF are found in the range 1.3 – 2 in most cases, with a maximum 
generally near the valley edges, but occasionally in the center of embanked valleys. 
These AGF only slightly decrease with increasing input ground motion in case of non-
linearity. Simple formulae relating these AGF to the geometrical and mechanical 
characteristics of the valley and the receiver position are being looked for through 
advanced statistical tools (neural network approach, PhD work underway). 
 

3.3 Main	  recommendations	  :	  propositions	  

3.3.1 EC8 

As mentioned in the introduction, our results have been obtained too late to fully digest 
them and propose simple enough models to be proposed to EC8. Nevertheless, there 
was a move to propose to open a door in EC8 for accounting for aggravation factor 
linked with subsurface geometry. The following text was sent to the French member of 
the EC8 committee : 
Motivation: it is now well established that the underground geometry in 2D valleys or 3D 
basins special give rise to an increased amplification with respect to the 1D case, 
because of increased trapping of seismic waves and constructive interference of locally 
scattered surface waves. Several papers (e.g., Chavez-Garcia & Faccioli, 2000; Chavez-
Garcia, 2007) have already proposed some values for an "aggravation factor" providing 
the 2D/1D overamplification due to underground geometry. Additional studies are under 
way (NERA project, www.nera-eu.org) in order to better quantify the dependency of this 
aggravation factor on the geomechanical parameters, and their results should be 
available very soon (2015) 
 
Proposed changes: The idea is not to include such aggravation factors in EC8, but simply 
to open the possibility for modifying the spectral shapes (defined by Fa, Fv, Fd) as a 
function of the underground geometry and mechanical parameters. This would simply 
imply a statement in EC8 telling that the proposed spectral shapes are basically 
accounting for 1D soil effects. This would allow to propose the use of aggravation factors 
for site-specific studies or microzonation studies, while still being keeping the general 
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EC8 framework. Such aggravation factors could also affect the vertical motion, which is 
presently wrongly considered as free of any site effect in any situation. 

3.3.2 Site-specific studies / microzonation 

The model for aggravation factor is presently being built with a neural network approach 
within the framework of a bilateral cooperation program between Universities of 
Grenoble and Tlemcen (Project TASSILI 93MDU901, P.I. D. Zendagui / P.-Y. Bard), as 
explained in D11.5. It will be part of a PhD thesis that should be defended at the 
University of Tlemcen in late 2015 (A. Stambouli). 
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Summary  

The recent growth of seismic monitoring networks allows for systematic studies of local seismic effects 

at sites with pronounced topography. We applied a terrain classification method to identify such sites 

within Swiss and Japanese networks and compiled a dataset of high quality earthquake recordings.  As a 

number of recent studies have found local effects to be directional at sites with strong topographic 

features, polarization analysis of particle motion was performed and azimuthally dependent resonant 

frequencies were estimated. The same procedure was also applied for available ambient vibration 

recordings. Moreover, average residuals with respect to ground motion prediction models for a 

reference bedrock were calculated to estimate the average amplification or de-amplification for each 

station. On one hand, observed amplifications are found to be tightly linked with ground motion 

directionality as estimated by polarization analysis for both earthquake and ambient vibration 

recordings. On the other, we found no clear relation between local topographic features and observed 

amplification, so the local sub-surface properties (i.e., shear wave velocity structure) seem to play the 

key role and not the geometry itself.  

Keywords: Earthquake ground motions; Site effects; Wave propagation; Time-series analysis; Fourier 

analysis; Wavelet transform. 
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1. Introduction 

The effects of surface topography geometry on seismic ground-motions have been discussed for a long 

time, and have been the topic of many instrumental and numerical investigations over the last four 

decades. However, their complexity, combined with the limitations of both geophysical investigation 

techniques and numerical simulation, made it impossible until now to properly include such effects in 

earthquake hazard assessment and risk mitigation policies. The understanding and quantification of site 

effects is an important aspect of seismic hazard analysis, particularly in the case of detailed site-specific 

analyses for critical structures. An important question is therefore whether, despite the modelling and 

investigation complexity, it is important to consider the topographic component of site amplification 

when performing seismic hazard analysis. Moreover, site effects related to surface geometry are usually 

linked to co-seismic landslides, which contribute significantly to earthquake damage (Marano et al., 

2010). 

A number of purely numerical studies have been produced, focusing mainly on the challenging task of 

introducing complex topography into wave propagation codes (e.g., Boore, 1972; Bouchon et al., 1996; 

Moczo et al., 1997; Komatisch et al. 1998). Such simulations generally suggest an amplification of 

ground-motion on mountain crests due to constructive interference of seismic waves within convex 

shapes, while at footslopes de-amplification of ground motion is expected due to scattering at concave 

shapes. Amplification/de-amplification factors of up to 2 are expected for very special cases (e.g., 

Assimaki et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2009), with the specific value depending on the geometry and on the 

reference site selection (e.g., Paolucci, 2002; Maufroy et al., 2012). However, cases of pronounced 

amplification evident in strong ground motion recordings have been reported at sites with specific 

topographic features (e.g., Davis and West, 1973; Tucker et al., 1984; Shakal et al., 1988; Spudich et al., 

1996) while increased damage has been identified at such sites after earthquakes (e.g., Gazetas et al., 

2002; Hough et al., 2010; McCrink et al., 2010). Although attempts have been made to explain such 

observations with the effect of the terrain geometry, these strong levels of observed amplification 

remain unexplained in most cases (e.g., Bouchon and Barker, 1996; Lovati et al., 2011). It has turned out 

that the observed amplifications cannot be explained only by the geometry of the topography, and are 

instead tightly linked with the local sub-surface structure, specifically the shear-wave velocity (e.g., 

Spudich and Barker, 1996; Paolucci et al., 1999; Assimaki et al., 2005; Glinsky and Betrand, 2011; 

Gallipoli et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the published observations present isolated case studies with 

different levels of investigations, thus it is difficult to find common conclusions. 

Co-seismic landslides are of great significance in seismic risk studies, and are sometimes related to the 

influence of the soil and rock conditions and the surface geometry on incident ground motion 

(Sepúlveda et al., 2005). The seismic response of unstable rock slopes is not part of this paper, as we 

consider it as a very site-specific problem. The observed site effects on unstable rock slopes seem to be 

particular cases, e.g., amplification factors may reach values of up to 30 over very short distances 

(Burjánek et al, 2010; 2012) and purely geometrical effects seem to be almost negligible (Moore et al., 

2011). 
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In this paper we follow a different strategy to previous studies. We do not focus on a single site, but 

rather perform a systematic study on a set of sites with pronounced topography. This is possible since 

the density of seismic networks has increased over recent years, with a number of stations located on 

pronounced topographic features. Moreover, homogeneous site characterization has been performed 

for various networks including geophysical investigation (e.g., KiK-net and K-NET in Japan, Swiss National 

Seismic Network, CHNet). We therefore present a systematic study of Swiss CHNet and Japanese KiK-net 

sites. A quantitative terrain classification of the sites was performed to select sites of interest in an 

objective way. The ground-motion recordings collected at these selected sites were subsequently 

analysed. Average amplification functions with respect to ground motion prediction models for a 

reference rock were calculated to estimate frequency-dependent amplification and de-amplification. 

Moreover we analyse the directionality of ground-motion since a number of observational studies have 

found directional  site effects at locations with pronounced topography (e.g., Bonamassa and Vidale 

1991; Spudich et al. 1996; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2007; Burjanek et al. 2010; Massa et al., 2010; 

Pischiutta et al., 2010 and 2011; Panzera et al., 2011, Burjanek et al., 2012). Thus we propose the 

polarization analysis of particle motion as an additional element of the ground motion characterization. 

2. Data 

2.1 Seismic Data 

A number of instrumented sites with complex topography were identified in Switzerland and Japan. 

These regions present ideal situations to systematically study effects at such sites. Firstly, both 

Switzerland and Japan have rough topography and a relatively high density of seismic stations. Secondly, 

many of the Swiss permanent stations have a detailed site characterization including measured S-wave 

velocity profiles down to 30-100 m, and mean amplification functions relative to the Swiss reference 

profile are available for all stations (Fäh et al., 2009; Edwards et al., 2013). Shear-wave velocity profiles 

are also available for all KiK-net stations down to at least 100 m. Finally, ground motion prediction 

models are available for both Japan and Switzerland with respect to precisely derived reference velocity 

profiles (Poggi et al., 2011; 2013). Both weak-motion earthquake and ambient vibrations recordings 

were collected for the Swiss network. Only earthquake recordings were available for the KiK-net 

stations. 

2.2 Digital Elevation Model 

The ‘Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer’ (ASTER) ‘Global Digital 

Elevation Model Version 2’ (GDEM V2) was used to represent the terrain’s surface. The model is 

available at no charge as a set of geo-referenced images. The Digital Elevation Model (DEM) accuracy, in 

terms of the standard deviation with respect to the reference model, is reported to be in the range of 7-

14 m depending mainly on land cover (i.e., the DEM is less accurate in the areas covered by woods). The 

images are referenced by latitude/longitude (WGS84) with a posting interval of 1 arc-second, which is 

roughly 30 m for the areas of interest. 
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3. Methods 

3.1 Digital Elevation Model Analysis 

In order to characterize the surface geometry of a given site, we adopted a classification scheme 

proposed by Weiss (2001). The scheme is based on the so called Topography Position Index (TPI), which 

is defined as a difference between the actual value of the elevation H at given location [x, y] and mean 

elevation of the neighbouring area A: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ∫∫−=
AA
dSdSyxHyxHyxTPI /,,, .  (1) 

The area A should be centred at the point [x, y]. Both the size and the shape of the neighbouring area 

have to be defined in advance, depending on the specific application. In general, there is no constraint 

on both values. We use a square area for simplicity. The size of the area, however, presents a more 

fundamental issue. Surface topography has a self-affine nature (e.g., Turcotte, 1997), so it is very 

difficult to define a general characteristic length scale. For this reason, the choice of scale depends on 

the specific use. For example, in our case, we are interested in ground-motions in a characteristic 

frequency-band (or wavelength) at a given site. Such a frequency-band can be represented by a 

wavelength range, assuming a seismic velocity profile under the site. As these characteristic 

wavelengths are of principal interest, one should consider them in the selection of length scales for the 

topography classification. Unfortunately, since the seismic velocity structure is very variable in the 

uppermost part of crust and generally not known, it is impossible to define general wavelengths of 

interest for such seismological application.  Moreover, the relation between seismic wavelengths and 

classification scales is not trivial and,  for example, depend on the steepness of the slope. 

Our final terrain classification follows Weiss (2001) and is based on the combination TPI and Slope values 

at given location. The Slope value is defined as a local steepest slope-angle γ, i.e., a magnitude of 

gradient: 
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In particular, TPI at a particular location is compared to the standard deviation σTPI of the TPI over the 

entire region. The slope value is used to distinguish between flat areas and areas in the middle of a 

slope, both of which have TPI close to zero. The definition of the different classes is presented in Table 1. 

Here we briefly describe the technical details of the procedure, which are related to a specific DEM 

(ASTER GDEM in this case). At first, a region of 500x500 arc-seconds surrounding the seismic station was 

cut out from the DEM, as the analysis of the complete DEM would result in heavy calculations. Secondly, 

the DEM was smoothed using a 3x3 pixel (approximately 90x90 m) moving average to avoid small-length 

scale artefacts in the DEM. Thirdly, since the ASTER GDEM is saved in the geographic coordinate system 
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(WGS84) it is necessary to make a transformation to a Cartesian coordinate system to simplify the 

calculations of terrain parameters (Slope, TPI). Thus the DEM was converted to Universal Transverse 

Mercator coordinate system. Finally, the area of 8x8 km surrounding the seismic station was cut out 

from the converted image. This procedure was performed for all 689 KiK-net locations. As the KiK-net 

network covers more or less uniformly the entirety of Japan, different terrain types are sampled: the 

Japanese terrain morphology is therefore well represented by the DEM sub-selection. By performing 

several tests, we found that the total area analysed is sufficient for a stable definition of the standard 

deviation σTPI, which is used for the terrain classification (see Table 1). An example of the terrain 

classification using ASTER GDEM is presented in Figure 1 using a length scale of 1020 m for defining the 

area A. The influence of the selected length scale is presented later. The same procedure was applied for 

the station locations of CHNet. The value of standard deviation σTPI estimated for Japan was also applied 

for the Swiss sites to keep results consistent. Moreover, in case of Japan, almost 700 locations were 

analysed compared to 20 sites in Switzerland, thus σTPI estimated for Japan is more robust (i.e., a 

diversity of terrains  was better sampled in Japan than in Switzerland). 

3.2 Ground motion analysis 

Several methods were applied to recorded ground motion. At first, particle motion analysis was applied 

to both recorded ambient vibration and earthquake recordings. Secondly, an earthquake spectral fitting 

procedure was utilized to isolate site effects.  

3.2.1 Particle motion analysis 

Several methods exist for the analysis of the directional site effects. Spudich et al. (1996) introduced 

directional site-to-reference spectral ratios (SRSR) for the estimation of the relative amplification 

depending on both frequency and azimuth. This method has been widely applied (e.g., Pischiutta et al., 

2010; Massa et al., 2010), however, it requires a reference station, which is not always available. 

Therefore, directional non-reference H/V spectral ratios (HVSR) have been also applied in past studies 

(e.g., Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2007). Whereas HVSR has been commonly applied on both earthquake 

and noise recordings, SRSR has been primarily used with earthquake recordings. Nevertheless, the SRSR 

method can also be applied to noise recordings if it can be assured that the noise generating sources 

(for frequencies of interest) are far from the site with respect to the distance between the site and the 

reference station (Roten et al., 2006; Burjanek et al., 2012). In this work, we focus on the non-reference 

methods, as a reference station is not available for most of the sites.  

Recently, Burjanek et al. (2010) introduced time-frequency polarization analysis (TFPA), which is based 

on the combination of complex polarization analysis (Vidale, 1986) and the continuous wavelet 

transform (CWT). It can be viewed as a generalization of the directional HVSR method. Three 

polarization parameters are retrieved: 1) the azimuth of the major polarization axis, or strike, measured 

in degrees from North; 2) tilt of the major axis, or dip, measured in degrees downward from the 

horizontal; and 3) ellipticity, defined as the ratio between the length of the semi-minor and semi-major 

axes such that zero implies linear particle motion, while 1 implies circular particle motion. All three 

polarization parameters vary with both time and frequency. Usually, we assume that observed ambient 
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vibrations are quasi-stationary (i.e., noise properties do not change systematically on the time scale of 

the experiment – typically a few hours), and analyse the relative occurrence of polarization parameters. 

In particular, histograms of polarization parameters are constructed over time for each frequency. Polar 

plots are then adopted for the presentation of results, which illustrate combined angular and frequency 

dependence. While directional HVSR can be used to estimate just the polarization azimuth (orientation 

in horizontal plane), the TFPA method also provides information on the inclination of the particle motion 

(dip). Moreover, the use of CWT maintains optimum time-frequency resolution, which can be smoothly 

regulated through adjustment of the mother wavelet. 

We found that the observed histograms of strike and dip can be fit by the Wrapped Cauchy distribution 

for given frequency. The Wrapped Cauchy distribution is a circular distribution, i.e., is used to describe 

periodic quantities (like angles). It is a symmetric distribution and is characterized by mean and 

concentration value. An example of Wrapped Cauchy distributions is provided in Figure 2. The 

concentration parameter ρ measures the scatter. While ρ=0 results in the uniform distribution (see Fig. 

2), ρ=1 results in the Dirac delta function. Both mean and concentration can be estimated for a given 

frequency, for example, by applying a maximum likelihood method. This allows for a quantitative 

analysis of polarization analysis results. In other words, the frequency dependent level of directionality 

is mapped to the frequency dependent concentration value (ρ=0 signifies no directionality, while ρ≈1 

means completely directional). Note that the concentration value is independent of the ellipticity value 

defined earlier – motion can be polarized most of the time (i.e., low ellipticity), but the orientation of 

this polarized motion can vary in time (i.e., low concentration). 

3.2.2 Spectral analysis of earthquake recordings 

Elastic amplification functions and near-surface attenuation terms (κ0 , Anderson and Hough, 1984) were 

determined for the studied sites though the empirical spectral modelling approach of Edwards et al. 

(2013). Combined, these terms form the anelastic amplification function describing the influence of the 

upper soil or rock layers on the wave-field for each site. The employed method robustly isolates the site 

contribution through a multiple stage non-linear regression. The inversion is stabilized through a 

parametric description of the source and path: a Brune (1970) ω² point-source model is assumed for 

small to moderate (M<6) events at sufficient distance, while intrinsic and geometrical attenuation is 

accounted for using frequency dependent exponential decay and frequency independent 1/R
λ
 type 

spreading respectively. Moment magnitudes, independently determined by the USGS for Japan or the 

Swiss Seismological Service for Switzerland are used to decouple the trade-off between source and site. 

The use of non-parametric site terms allow for the consideration of 2- or 3D effects and the influence of 

surface waves. Through this approach, consistently observed site specific effects are extracted relative 

to a reference model (Poggi et al., 2011; 2013). Exhaustive description of the method and extensive 

testing, showing consistency with existing methods such as 1D-SH and site-to-reference spectral ratios, 

can be found in Edwards et al. (2013). 

4. Results 

4.1 DEM analysis 
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DEM analysis was performed to characterize the stations’ locations.  The key issue of the DEM analysis is 

the selection of the appropriate scale, represented by the size of the spatial window which defines TPI.  

As the characteristic wavelengths are generally not known for the investigated sites, a multi-scale 

analysis is required. In other words, several windows of different size (area A in Eq. 1) are applied, so the 

classification is not a single index, but a set of numbers, depending on the scale (size of the window). As 

a result, such classifications cannot be directly linked to seismic amplification unless the relation to 

seismic wavelengths is known. This is generally a difficult task due to the limited knowledge of the sub-

surface velocity structure and potential 3D wave propagation effects. The influence of the selected scale 

is presented in the Figure 3. As expected, except for flat areas, on the very top of sharp crests and at the 

very bottom of sharp V-shaped valleys (i.e. for strictly self-similar structures), site classification strongly 

depends on the scale. Thus the classification of all Japanese and Swiss sites was performed with five 

different scales (120m, 220m, 500m, 1020m, and 2020m). By scale we always mean the size of square 

spatial window (area A in Eq. 1). The distribution of the KiK-net sites according to terrain classes at 

1020m and 500m is plotted in Figure 4. A weak correlation was found between the different scales, 

which decreases with increasing scale ratio. For example, most of the ridge sites identified at scale 2020 

m are also identified as ridges using the 1020 m scale. We focus here on the sites classified as ridges, 

since the amplification effects due to topography are expected to be strongest at these locations (e.g., 

Maufroy et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009). Moreover, the classification of the ridge is less scale dependent, 

especially in the vicinity of mountain crests (see Figure 3). Nevertheless, the number of such sites 

naturally still increases with decreasing scale. We limited our study to sites identified as ridges only at 

scales of either 1020m or 2020m for which we can expect effects over a wide frequency band. Assuming 

a hill’s height of a hundred meters and shear wave velocities in range of 1500-3000 m/s, which are 

usually considered in numerical studies of topographic site effects, the lower limit of this range is 0.5-

2Hz. In particular, we decided to study only sites with the most pronounced topographic features in 

mountainous regions to reduce the analysis to fewer sites, but with deeper insight. The selected 25 KiK-

net and Swiss sites are listed in Table 2 together with available site information. 

4.2 Ground motion analysis at selected sites 

In case of the Swiss stations, polarization analysis was performed on both earthquake and ambient 

vibration recordings. Windows of two hours of ambient vibration recordings were cut out from 

continuous recordings for each station. These time windows usually start after midnight to prevent (as 

much as possible) the recording of human activity. Recordings were checked visually for any transients 

and only stationary signals were processed. In addition, a number of earthquake recordings were 

selected for each site (20 events on average). These are recordings of local events (epicentral distance 

less than 50 km, local magnitudes ML in range of 2 to 4) with good signal to noise ratio. Seismograms 

were merged to a single three-component time series and processed in the same way as ambient 

vibrations. Complete seismograms entered the analysis; no windowing was applied, so that recordings 

include few seconds of ambient noise at the beginning. However, the duration of these ambient 

vibrations is small compared to duration of the earthquake ground motion. 
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A comparison of the concentration of the strike angle for four representative sites (FLACH, AIGLE, BALST, 

and HASLI) is shown in Figure 5. At station FLACH the ground motion is directional (a peak in 

concentration of the strike angle exists) at 4.5 Hz. In this case a good agreement between the noise and 

earthquake recordings was also apparent. A similar agreement was found for station AIGLE, where the 

ground-motion becomes directional at 3.5 Hz, however, other peaks in concentration also appear in the 

case of ambient vibrations (2.3, 25 Hz). These two peaks likely have an industrial origin. The stations 

FLACH and AIGLE represent sites with directional site response. No peaks in concentration are observed 

at station BALST for both earthquake and ambient vibration recordings, while at station HASLI one can 

see only a peak in concentration close to 16.5Hz. This peak has a likely industrial origin (probably related 

to AC frequency of 16.7 Hz of the Swiss rail network which is operating less than 500 m from the site). 

The stations BALST and HASLI represent sites with an isotropic site response. Due to the similar results 

obtained for earthquake recordings and ambient vibrations, a simple ambient vibration measurement 

can be applied to assess possible amplification effects at rock-slope sites (see below). Nevertheless, 

industrial peaks represent a general problem in ambient vibration surveys. Moreover, such ground 

motion generated from one mostly harmonic source is observed to be usually strongly directional, thus 

can easily bias our polarization analysis. A careful analysis of ambient vibration time series is therefore 

necessary to prevent confusing the directional site response with the directionality of strong industrial 

sources. Since such sources usually have very narrow band spectra, it is possible to recognize them 

through analysis of the power spectral densities. Furthermore, since the ambient vibrations in this study 

were recorded during the night, and have relatively long duration (2 hours), the results presented here 

represent a rather good end case.  

Only earthquake recordings are available at KiK-net stations. For the polarization analysis the data 

selection includes both regional and local events (60 events per site on average; epicentral distance less 

than 100 km; magnitude MJMA in range of 2 to 6.5). Both surface and borehole recordings were analysed. 

The empirical spectral modelling approach was performed for earthquake recordings on both KiK-net 

and Swiss stations. The earthquake recordings are not necessarily the same as for the polarization 

analysis, since there are different selection criteria for the ground motion in case of the spectral fitting 

(e.g., sufficient number of stations per event, point source approximation, S wavefield only). We are not 

interested in the source properties in this study, so only the non-parametric site-term is of our interest. 

This site term represents the frequency dependent relative amplification with respect to a precisely 

derived reference profile (Poggi et al., 2011; 2013) and can be viewed as an analogue to the site-to-

reference spectral ratio (Edwards et al., 2013). Amplification functions were not estimated for the sites 

EHMH08, KGSH12, and CHBH16, because of a limited amount of suitable recordings at these sites. 

The results for all sites are provided in the electronic appendix (Appendix B of this document). We 

summarize here the main findings by presenting results for two representative sites. At first, results for 

the Swiss site BALST are presented in Figure 6. Station BALST is a hard-rock site (with travel-time 

average shear wave velocity in the upper 30 m (Vs30) of 1348 m/s) located just at the edge of a 300 m 

high limestone cliff (Fig. 6a). A topographic effect is expected here. However, we do not observe any 

systematic amplification at this site (Fig. 6c). Moreover we observe almost no directionality of the 

ground motion (Fig. 6b). The concentration of the strike angle remains low (Fig. 6c) at all frequencies, 
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and the ellipticity follows more or less the constant value of about 0.4 (Fig. 6d). Results for a KiK-net site 

YMGH15 are presented in Figure 7. Station YMGH15 is located on a 100 m high hill (Fig. 7a).The site has 

been classified as EC8 class B with Vs30=549 m/s, while the borehole lithology log shows layers of 

weathered schist. The amplification curve at this site has a peak at 6 Hz (Fig. 7c), and the amplification 

reaches factor of 4 with respect to the reference profile. Moreover, at the same frequency of 6 Hz the 

strike angle concentrates at 175° (Fig. 7b) and the ellipticity drops below 0.1 (Fig. 7d).  The concentration 

of the strike at 6 Hz is relatively high, reaching 0.7 (Fig. 7c). Site YMGH15 therefore represents a site with 

a strong directional site effect.  

The strike concentration and ellipticity mode curves for all sites are presented in Figure 8. Sites which 

have been assigned Eurocode 8 soil class A (EC8 A, see Table 2) are distinguished by different colour 

from the remaining sites. In case of EC8 A sites, the ellipticity mode curves are flat and remain in the 

range 0.3-0.4 (black curves, Fig 8a). The strike concentrations for the EC8 A sites remain below 0.3 (black 

points, Fig 8b), except at Swiss sites AIGLE and MUO. On the other hand, most of the other sites (non 

EC8 A) present different local minima in their ellipticity curves: dropping down to 0.1 (red curves, Fig 

8a). Also concentrations of the strike reach higher values (up to 0.7) with respect to EC8 A sites (red 

points, Fig 8b). We define three levels of directional site effects: 1) strong directional site effect (clear 

peak in strike concentration>0.4); 2) weak directional site effect (clear peak in strike concentration ≈0.3-

0.4); 3) no directional site effect (no clear peaks in strike concentration<0.3). We also take into account 

the existence of local minima in ellipticity. A strike concentration of 0.4 means that the preferential 

direction is observed approximately 5 times more frequently than the perpendicular one, i.e. 

clear directionality. Strike concentrations below 0.3 (still the preferential direction is 3  times 

more frequent) are difficult to interpret, as the ellipticity does not show any local minima for 

most of the cases, i.e. particle motion is far from linear. The results of such directionality 

classification are presented in Table 2 (colour code of the 6
th

 column). Although such a classification can 

be considered arbitrary (the border between weak and non-existing directional site effects is especially 

weak, e.g., OITH10, AICH07), it clearly highlights the link between strong amplification and ground 

motion directionality. 

Finally, we noticed that the frequency of the fundamental peaks (f0) in the amplification curves 

correlates with the frequencies where the ground motion becomes directional (e.g., Fig. 7c). Thus we 

manually picked and compared the frequencies of the peaks in amplification functions and strike 

concentration functions for non EC8 A sites showing strong peaked directionality (see Table 2). The 

result of this comparison is presented in Figure 9.  The two measures of f0 correlate very well. We do not 

provide any pick for the station NARH01, as the amplification function presents only a very broad peak 

(width of 10 Hz). We do not have any explanation for such behaviour, since it would require detailed site 

specific analysis. Moreover, we do not identify any correlating peaks at Swiss stations STEIN and SLE. We 

also do not provide any interpretation for the sites with weak directional effects (see Table 2), since we 

could not simply identify other common features. Nevertheless, some of the weak peaks in the strike 

concentration seem to be related to an amplification peak at these sites, but not always. 
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5. Discussion 

We briefly summarize and discuss our observations. The rock sites (EC8 class A) with pronounced 

topography studied in this paper do not, on average, exhibit any systematic amplification. In particular, 

we do not observe any systematic residuals with respect to the reference ground motion prediction 

model nor any directionality of the motion. Nevertheless, the pure effects of surface geometry are 

usually reported to be source dependent (especially with respect to the source location – e.g., Maufroy 

et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2009), so they might be averaged out in our amplifications functions. On the 

other hand, the rest of the sites (non EC8 class A) present systematic frequency dependent 

amplifications with respect to the two reference ground motion models (the reference ground model 

for Japan and Switzerland is not the same). Moreover, these observed site effects are found to be 

directional, i.e., ground motion vibrates in specific directions. This directionality is observed in the both 

ambient vibration and earthquake recordings, thus seems to be source independent. Although the 

distribution of back-azimuths is not optimum at all sites in case of earthquakes recordings, the observed 

directionality cannot be linked to the source properties. To demonstrate this, we compare the results of 

the polarization analysis for the borehole and surface recordings at KiK-net sites in Figure 10. The 

borehole recordings show consistently frequency-independent ellipticity (black curves, Fig. 10a), and 

low concentration (<0.2) of the strike angle (black points, Fig. 10b). So the directionalities diminish in the 

borehole recordings. The results for the borehole recordings are strikingly similar to the surface 

recordings of the hard rock sites. 

Two Swiss stations (AIGLE, MUO) stick out slightly from the described scheme. Station AIGLE represents 

a peculiar case. It has relatively high Vs30 of 1243 m/s, but presents directionality and de-amplification 

in the same frequency band with respect to the reference model. We do not have any explanation at the 

moment. However the station is located in a bunker about 20 m below the surface and it might be that 

the station is influenced by this construction. Station MUO also presents a specific site response. In 

particular the ground motion is polarized and directional at 1.5 Hz, and the high frequency ground 

motion is remarkably attenuated. The site can be potentially unstable, since it carries similar signs at 

previously studied unstable rock slopes (Burjanek et al., 2010; 2012). Moreover the S wave velocity 

measurements characterizing this site were not taken exactly at the location of the seismic station, but 

tens of meters away. Thus, taking into account rapid variation of the subsurface structures within 

unstable rock slopes, the true velocity at site could be different. On the other hand, some non EC8 A 

sites show just weak amplification (e.g., STEIN, SLE). For example, station STEIN is classified as EC8 B site 

where class B refers to the location of the station several meters below the ground surface in rock and 

Vs30=383 m/s that refers to the free surface. No strong amplification and no directionality of ground 

motion are observed. This might be explained by station’s location below the ground surface.  

Finally, we have not identified any link between the surface topography and the observed response at 

studied 25 sites. Observed amplifications differ by factor of 20 for some site couples with comparable 

topography: a large difference with respect to expected ground motion variability due to surface 

geometry only (factor of 2, e.g. Lee et al., 2009). Therefore, the amplification is controlled in first place 

by the sub-surface velocity structure. Although the effect of geometry is present, it cannot be simply 
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decoupled from the site response.  The observed directionality cannot be easily related to the terrain 

characteristics (e.g., aspect angle). Moreover, all terrain characteristics are scale dependent, and thus 

strongly non-unique, omitting the subsurface velocity structure. Any future seismic site characterization 

of locations with complex geometry must have to account for the sub-surface velocity structure.  It is 

interesting that some of sites can be identified as outcropping rock sites looking at the borehole 

lithology log (e.g., WKYH08, KGSH12, NARH01, YMGH15), however, the Vs30 values correspond to 

sediment sites. This shows the importance of the shear wave velocity measurements even at the rock 

outcrops. Nevertheless, all complexities mentioned in the previous paragraph suggest that observed site 

effects cannot be addressed just by simplified site classes (even based on Vs30 measurement). On the 

other hand, the response of the site can be evaluated quickly through passive seismic measurements, 

e.g., by ambient vibration surveys. In particular, sites presenting no polarization or directionality of 

ground motion are likely subjected, if at all, to weak site effects. On the other hand, strong site effects 

can be expected in the case of observations of polarized and directional ground motion.  

6. Conclusions 

Strong systematic amplification observed at sites with pronounced topography presented in this study is 

controlled by subsurface structure, rather than shape of the topography. The pure effects of surface 

geometry might be observed only at hard rock sites where the amplification due to the subsurface 

structure does not dominate the wavefield. Although, based on our observation, such effects do not 

seem to result in systematic amplification nor de-amplification, they might appear for specific source 

locations. The subsurface structure was found to be variable under the studied sites: even sites with 

rock outcrops presented a strong gradient of the shear wave velocity with depth. Thus the seismic 

hazard estimate at sites with pronounced topography requires a detailed knowledge of the subsurface; 

especially shear wave velocity structure and internal structure, not only in case of instable rock slopes 

(Burjanek et al., 2011). Studies based exclusively on the terrain topography have almost no chance to 

capture the site effects correctly. It is also impossible to define characteristic wavelengths from the 

terrain only, since the surface topography has a self-affine nature. 

The observed amplifications are correlated with ground motion directionality. Although a unique 

physical mechanism has not been discovered yet, ground motion directionality can be viewed as an 

indication of strong site effects. Since such directionality is also observed in a consistent way in the 

ambient vibration wavefield, noise measurements could therefore be used in the future for a quick 

characterization of topographic sites.  

In terms of seismic hazard, the present study suggests that efforts should be concentrated on modelling 

amplification due to subsurface structure rather than topographical effects. An important conclusion of 

this study is that the significance of amplification at a given site can be predicted at low-cost through 

non-invasive polarization analysis of the ambient noise wavefield. Whilst such approaches are common 

in microzonation studies using classical HVSR approaches, the improved TFPA approach of Burjanek et 

al. (2010) can provide further information as to the likelihood of amplification phenomena occurring at a 

given site, even before more complex array based approaches are undertaken. For instance, in the case 
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of flat HVSR, without directionality or ellipticity (all of which are obtained using a single sensor), we can 

assume that site effects will not be significant, whilst in the case that one or more of these indicators 

shows a peak, that strong amplification may affect the site. 

Ultimately, we do not state that the geometry of the surface has no effect on the ground motion. A 

successful prediction of the local response of sites with pronounced topography has an origin in the 

availability of a reliable shear wave velocity model representative of the site (i.e., a measured one). 

Detailed numerical modelling can subsequently reveal the joint effect of surface geometry and 

subsurface structure. The conclusions of this study are based just on analysis of 25 sites, so the further 

studies are required together with more physical insight based on numerical modelling. 
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Figure 1: Digital elevation model (on the left) and slope classification (on the right). The black cross denotes the location of 

the seismic station. A spatial window of 1020 m was used in this example.

 

Figure 2: The Wrapped Cauchy distribution is used for the description of strike and dip angles. It is characterized by mean 

and concentration parameter ρ. The presented examples have all 180° period, 

concentration ρ (different colors). 
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: Digital elevation model (on the left) and slope classification (on the right). The black cross denotes the location of 

the seismic station. A spatial window of 1020 m was used in this example. 
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Figure 3: An example of the slope classification

(on right) were utilized in classification. The DEM is the same

 

Figure 4: Distribution of the KiK-net sites according to terrain classes: a) at 1020 m scale; b) at 500 m scale. The definition of 

the classes is in the Table 1. 
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lope classification’s dependence on the scale. Spatial windows of 2020 m (on left) and of 500

(on right) were utilized in classification. The DEM is the same as in the Figure 1. 

          

net sites according to terrain classes: a) at 1020 m scale; b) at 500 m scale. The definition of 

b) 

  

m (on left) and of 500 m 

 

net sites according to terrain classes: a) at 1020 m scale; b) at 500 m scale. The definition of 
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Figure 5: Concentrations of polarization strike angles as a function of frequency. Comparison of the polarization analysis for 

earthquakes and ambient vibrations – typical situations: a) a station with ground motion directionality and good agreement; 

b) a station with ground motion directionality and with peaks in the curve obtained from ambient vibrations caused by 

anthropic sources; c) a station without ground motion directionality and good agreement; d) a station with ground motion 

directionality and with peaks in the curve obtained from ambient vibrations caused by anthropic sources; 
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c) d) 
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Figure 6: An example of a site with no site effect (Station BALST): a) geometry of the terrain (based on Swiss Topo LIDAR 

swissALTI3D DEM, contour lines placed for every 10 m)  and location of the station (red triangle); b) distribution of the strike 

angle; c) concentration vs. amplification; d) distribution of the ellipticity. 

  

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 7: An example of a site with relatively strong site effect (Station YMGH15): a) geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER 

GDEM, contour lines placed for every 10 m) and location of the station (red triangle); b) distribution of the strike angle; c) 

concentration vs. amplification; d) distribution of the ellipticity. 

 

 

   

Figure 8: Comparison of the polarization analysis for station MUO (blue), EC8 class A stations (black) and rest of the stations 

(red) at KiK-net and Swiss sites. Modes of the ellipticity distributions are plotted on the left plot, whereas concentrations of 

the strike angle are on the right plot. 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 9: Fundamental frequencies picked from the amplification obtained from spectral fitting and from the polarization 

analysis. This assessment has been done for sites with clear directionality. The picks are presented in the Appendix 

(Appendix B of this document). 

 

   

Figure 10: Comparison of the polarization analysis for surface (red) and borehole instruments (black) at KiK-net sites. Modes 

of the ellipticity distributions are plotted on the left plot, whereas concentrations of the strike angle are on the right plot. 
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Class number Class name TPI range Slope 

1 Valley TPI≤-σTPI - 

2 Lower Slope (-σTPI, -0.5σTPI) - 

3 Flat area (-0.5σTPI, 0.5σTPI) Slope≤5° 

4 Middle Slope (-0.5σTPI, 0.5σTPI) Slope>5° 

5 Upper Slope (0.5σTPI, σTPI) - 

6 Ridge TPI≥σTPI - 

Table 1: Terrain classification. 
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CODE 
Borehole 

depth (m) 

Vs100 

(m/s) 

Vs30 

(m/s) 

EC8 

Class 

f0
ampl

 (Hz) / 

f0
pol

 (Hz) 
Lithology 

AICH07 201 1001 428 B - 
Gravel and Sand (14m), 

Gneiss 

NARH01 99 792 338 C - Slate 

WKYH08 112 590 344 C 1.7 / 1.8 
Hard weathered sandstone (27m), 

Sandstone 

KMMH10 300 712 463 B - 
Talus deposit (11m), 

Sandstone, Shale 

NGSH06 200 1803 1421 A - 
Strongly weathered green schist 

(7m),Schist 

OITH10 100 1366 837 A - 
Clay (4m), 

Sandstone / Shale 

MYGH09 100 560 358 C 13.5 / 16.0 
Sand+Gravel(6m), 

Ash breccia and Curd / Silt 

EHMH08 100 729 364 B - 
Gravel clay mixed (18m), 

Green and red shale rock 

KGSH12 150 977 452 B - 
Aplite (25m), 

Granodiorite 

YMGH15 110 1120 549 B 7.1 / 6.3 
Weathered crystalline schist (16m), 

Sandy / Pelticschists 

KNGH20 106 503 273 C - 
Soil (2m), 

Tuff, Conglomerate 

SZOH34 118 699 430 B 6.4 / 6.0 

Loam (13m), 

Lapilli tuff, Sandstone / Conglomerate / 

Basaltic rock 

SZOH35 300 324 158 D 2.1 / 1.5 

Sand and Gravel (13m), 

Rocks / Basaltic rock, Ash breccia and 

Curd 

CHBH16 2003 542 361 B - 
Mudstone / Sandstone interbedded 

(140m) 

ACB - - 658 B - 

Station in weathered rock (Jurassic 

sediments), about 10m below the 

surface. Surface material: gravels 

AIGLE - - 1243 A - 

Station about 20m below the surface in 

rock: Jurassic (Malm) sediments 

,limestones 

BALST - - 1348 A - Rock: Jurassic (Malm) sediments, 
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limestone with karst formations 

FLACH - - 610 B 5.6 /4.8 

Lower Freswater Molasse (USM, 

Aquitanien): layered sandstones, marl 

and conglomerates; Surface material: 

unconsolidated, loose scree. 

HASLI - - 1603 A - 
Rock: Jurassic (Malm) sedimentshard, 

massive limestone 

MUO - - 1086 A - Lower Cretaceous limestone 

PLONS - - 1810 A - Permian sedimentary rock( Verrucano) 

SLE - - 686 B - 
Mesozoic sediment ridge (limestone 

and marl) 

STEIN - - 387 B - 

Rock composed of sediments of the 

Upper Freshwater Molasse (OSM, 

Miocene). Surface material: loose 

sediments. 

SULZ 
- - 

1028 A 
- 

Mesozoic sediment ridge (massive 

limestones) 

WILA 
- - 

683 B 
4.2 /4.1 

Unsorted conglomerates (Nagelfluh) 

(Upper Freshwater Molasse) 

Table 2: Site characterization of the sites located on ridges. EC8 classification is based on Vs30 values. The colour of the field 

in the 6
th

 column distinguishes the level of directionality: strong directionality (red), weak directionality (green), no 

directionality + no amplification (blue), not classified (white). 
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Appendix B 

Digital elevation models, amplifications and polarization analysis of KiK-net and Swiss sites  
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SUPPORTIVE INFORMATION 

Results for all sites analyzed in this study. 1st column: geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER GDEM, 

contour lines placed for every 20 m) and location of the station (red triangle). 2nd column: distribution 

of the strike angle. 3rd column: distribution of the ellipticity.  4th column: concentration vs. 

amplification. The vertical lines in amplification and concentration plots represent the corresponding 

picks of the fundamental frequencies. 
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Appendix C 

Digital elevation models and polarization analysis of Italian sites   



 

C2 

 

Results for Italian broad-band sites analyzed. 1st column: geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER 

GDEM, contour lines placed for every 20 m) and location of the station (red triangle). 2nd column: 

distribution of the strike angle (noise). 3rd column: distribution of the ellipticity (noise).  4th column: 

concentration (earthquakes vs. noise).  
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Appendix D 

An overview of instrumented European sites with complex topography    
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SUMMARY: 

Here we present first results of a joint effort undertaken in ongoing European project NERA -JRA1, which aims at 

establishing scientifically solid and practically acceptable propositions to incorporate surface topography effects in 

seismic hazard estimates. We assembled a dataset of both ambient vibration and earthquake recordings acquired at 

40 European sites with pronounced topography. It comprises a wide variety of sites including populated hills and 

even extreme cases of unstable rock slopes in Alpine regions. Results of the polarisation analysis for the two sites 

presented here show the peculiarity of the topographic site effects. 

 

Keywords: Topographic site effects, Data mining, Site characterization 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The effects of surface topography geometry on seismic ground motion have been recognized for a long 

time, and have been the topic of many instrumental and numerical investigations over the last four 

decades. However, their complexity, combined with the limitations of both geophysical investigation 

techniques and numerical simulation, made it impossible till now to include such effects in earthquake 

hazard assessment and risk mitigation policies. In a number of cases, observed amplification cannot be 

explained only by the geometry of the topography, and is probably tightly linked also with local sub-

surface structure (e.g., Spudich et al., 1996; Assimaki et al., 2005; Glinsky and Betrand, 2011). Moreover, 

topographic site effects are also usually linked to co-seismic landslides, which contribute significantly to 

earthquake damage. However, in case of unstable slopes, purely geometrical effects are almost negligible 

compared to the combined effect of the topography and subsurface structure (Moore et al., 2011).  

Here we present first results of a joint effort undertaken in ongoing European project NERA -JRA1, 

which aims at establishing scientifically solid and practically acceptable propositions to incorporate 

surface topography effects in seismic hazard assasment. The key is a reasonable characterization of the 

both topographic site structures and observed effects on ground motion. Concerning the ground motion 

analysis, a number of studies found the topographic site effects to be directional (e.g., Bonamassa and 

Vidale 1991; Spudich et al. 1996; Del Gaudio and Wasowski, 2007; Burjanek et al. 2010; Pischiutta et al., 
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2010 and 2011; Panzera et al., 2011, Burjanek et al., 2012). Thus we propose the polarization analysis of 

particle motion as an additional element of the ground motion characterization. We assembled a dataset of 

both ambient vibration and earthquake recordings acquired at 40 European sites with pronounced 

topography. It comprises a wide variety of sites including populated hills and even extreme cases of 

unstable rock slopes in Alpine regions. This dataset allows a systematic study with common processing 

tools, providing homogeneous results. The presumed ground motion attributes are sets of azimuthally 

dependent resonant frequencies, amplifications factors (e.g. with respect to widely used ground motion 

prediction equations), and near-surface attenuation (e.g. represented by kappa). Concerning structural 

description of the selected 40 sites, digital elevation models will be analyzed, together with available 

velocity profiles. A special attention will be paid to reasonable characterization of near-surface rock 

fracturing and weathering, which generate amplification at presumable rock sites. A systematic 

comparison of the proposed ground motion and structural attributes should allow the rational 

classification of the topographic sites, which would further improve the general quantification of the 

related site effects (e.g. through the numerical simulations). In this paper we present just preliminary 

results, illustrating mainly the motivation for the study. 

 

 

2. AVAILABLE DATA 
 

A number of instrumented sites suitable for studying potential topographic effects were identified in Italy, 

Switzerland, Greece, and France (Fig 2.1). The available data are listed in Tab. 2.1. The sites are located 

either close to the top of hills and ridges or just in the middle of the slope. Both earthquake (weak motion) 

and ambient vibrations recordings were collected. The backbone of the dataset consists of the Italian and 

Swiss permanent seismic stations. Ground motion prediction equations will serve as a reference ground 

motion for these sites. Most of the Swiss permanent stations have a detailed site characterization 

including mean velocity profiles down to 30 m, and mean amplification functions relative to the Swiss 

reference profile (Fäh et al., 2009; Poggi et al., 2011). The rest of the locations are specific experiments 

related to the local site effects, thus a more detailed geophysical information is available for these sites. 

Nevertheless, these sites represent mostly extreme cases of the topography-related site effects (e.g., 

unstable rockslopes in Switzerland). 

 
Table 2.1 

 Permanent/Semi-permanent stations Noise survey 

Site name Ambient 

Vibration 

Earthquake 

recordings 

Number of 

stations 

Reference 

station 

Arrays Single 

station 

Italian BB stations YES YES 21 GMPE NO NO 

Swiss BB stations YES YES 11 GMPE 2 NO 

Aegion NO YES 1 YES 1 7 

Grevena YES YES 1 YES NO NO 

Narni Hill YES YES 10 YES NO YES 

Nocera Umbra NO YES 6 YES NO YES 

Castelvecchio Subequo YES YES 3 YES NO YES 

Obervaz YES YES 1 NO 1 NO 

Graechen YES YES 3 YES 3 30 

Randa YES YES 1 YES 3 NO 

Walkerschmatt NO NO 0 NO 3 NO 

Rognes YES YES 9 YES 1 YES 

Nice YES YES 5 YES NO YES 

 



 

 

Figure 2.1: Overview of the sites included in the dataset (black: permanent broad

sites with observed topographic site effects).

 

 

3. METHODS 
 

Several methods exist for the analysis of the directional site effects. Spudich et al. (1996) introduced 

directional site-to-reference spectral ratios (SRSR) for the estimation of the relative amplification 

depending on both frequency and azimuth. This met

2010; Massa et al., 2010), however, it requires a reference station, which is not always available. 

Therefore, a directional non-reference H/V spectral ratio (HVSR) has been also applied (Del Gaudio and

Wasowski, 2007). Whereas HVSR has been commonly applied on both earthquake and noise recordings, 

SRSR has been primarily used with earthquake recordings. Nevertheless, SRSR can be applied also on 

noise recordings, if it is assured, that the noise generati

the site (Roten et al., 2006; Burjanek et al., 2012). In this work, we have focused on the non

methods, as the reference is not available for most of the sites. 

Recently, Burjanek et al. (2010) introduced t

on the combination of complex polarization analysis (Vidale, 1986) and the continuous wavelet transform 

(CWT). It can be viewed as a generalization of the directional HVSR method. Th

parameters are retrieved: 1) azimuth of the major axis, or strike, measured in degrees from North; 2) tilt of 
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Overview of the sites included in the dataset (black: permanent broad-band instruments; red: additional 

sites with observed topographic site effects). 

Several methods exist for the analysis of the directional site effects. Spudich et al. (1996) introduced 

reference spectral ratios (SRSR) for the estimation of the relative amplification 

depending on both frequency and azimuth. This method has been widely applied (e.g., 

; Massa et al., 2010), however, it requires a reference station, which is not always available. 

reference H/V spectral ratio (HVSR) has been also applied (Del Gaudio and

Wasowski, 2007). Whereas HVSR has been commonly applied on both earthquake and noise recordings, 

SRSR has been primarily used with earthquake recordings. Nevertheless, SRSR can be applied also on 

noise recordings, if it is assured, that the noise generating sources (for frequencies of interest) are far from 

the site (Roten et al., 2006; Burjanek et al., 2012). In this work, we have focused on the non

methods, as the reference is not available for most of the sites.  

0) introduced time-frequency polarization analysis (TFPA)

on the combination of complex polarization analysis (Vidale, 1986) and the continuous wavelet transform 

It can be viewed as a generalization of the directional HVSR method. Th

1) azimuth of the major axis, or strike, measured in degrees from North; 2) tilt of 

 
band instruments; red: additional 

Several methods exist for the analysis of the directional site effects. Spudich et al. (1996) introduced 

reference spectral ratios (SRSR) for the estimation of the relative amplification 

hod has been widely applied (e.g., Pischiutta et al., 

; Massa et al., 2010), however, it requires a reference station, which is not always available. 

reference H/V spectral ratio (HVSR) has been also applied (Del Gaudio and 

Wasowski, 2007). Whereas HVSR has been commonly applied on both earthquake and noise recordings, 

SRSR has been primarily used with earthquake recordings. Nevertheless, SRSR can be applied also on 

ng sources (for frequencies of interest) are far from 

the site (Roten et al., 2006; Burjanek et al., 2012). In this work, we have focused on the non-reference 

frequency polarization analysis (TFPA), which is based 

on the combination of complex polarization analysis (Vidale, 1986) and the continuous wavelet transform 

It can be viewed as a generalization of the directional HVSR method. Three polarization 

1) azimuth of the major axis, or strike, measured in degrees from North; 2) tilt of 
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the major axis, or dip, measured in degrees downward from the horizontal; and 3) ellipticity, defined as 

the ratio between the length of the semi-minor and semi-major axes. All three polarization parameters 

vary with both time and frequency. Usually, we assume that observed ambient vibrations are quasi-

stationary (i.e. noise properties do not change systematically on the time scale of  

      
 

Figure 3.1: Comparison of two processing methods of single station three-component ambient vibration 

measurements. The relative occurrence of strike (azimuth) of ambient vibrations obtained with time-frequency 

polarization analysis is presented at left. The directional dependent H/V ratio is presented on right. Frequency 

changes along the radius from 0.2 to 30 Hz as indicated. 

 

the experiment – a few hours), and analyze the relative occurrence of polarization parameters. In 

particular, histograms of polarization parameters are constructed over time for each frequency. Polar 

plots are then adopted for the presentation of final results, which illustrate combined angular and 

frequency dependence. As the directional HVSR can be used to estimate just the polarization azimuth 

(orientation in horizontal plane), TFPA method provides also information on the inclination of the particle 

motion (dip). Moreover, the use of CWT maintains optimum time-frequency resolution, which can be 

smoothly regulated by an adjustment of the mother wavelet. An example of the direct comparison of the 

directional HVSR and relative occurrence of azimuth (strike) obtained with TFPA for a common 

recording of ambient vibrations is presented in Fig. 3.1. TFPA clearly outperforms directional H/V 

providing better directional resolution. 

 

 

4. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
 

Here we present a result of the polarization analysis using TFPA for two stations of the Swiss network. 

These two stations were selected as they represent two end cases (strong directional site effect vs. no 

directional site effect). 

At first we present results for the station FLACH, which is located in the middle of the slope (Fig 4.1a). 

The site is instrumented with three component velocity sensor with an Eigen-period of 5 sec. Two hours 

of ambient vibration recording were processed. The results of TFPA are presented in Fig. 4.1. Note the 

drop of the ellipticity at the frequency of 4 Hz (particle motion is almost linear for most of the time). 

Moreover, strike (azimuth) concentrates around 95° for the same frequency (4 Hz). The observed 

direction (95°) is transversal to the topography elongation. An analysis of 9 earthquake recordings was 

also performed. Results are presented in Fig. 4.2. Generally, similar pattern is observed as for the ambient 

vibrations, just the minimum of the ellipticity is shifted to 5 Hz. Nevertheless, this might be related to the 

relatively low number of available earthquake recordings. To conclude, site FLACH presents a typical 

example of the directional site effect. 
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At second, we present results for the station BALST, which is located just on the cliff (Fig. 4.3a), where a 

strong topographic site effect is expected. The site is instrumented with three component velocity sensor 

with an Eigen-period of 120 sec. Two hours of ambient vibration recording were processed. The results of 

TFPA are presented in Fig. 4.3. No specific polarization pattern is observed, apart from high-frequency 

disturbance, which is probably related to a local human activity. An analysis of 17 earthquake recordings 

was also performed. Results are presented in Fig. 4.4. Similarly to ambient noise recordings, no specific 

polarization pattern is observed. Concluding, site BALST does not present any strong directional site 

effect. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: a) Site FLACH (+ surrounding area of 2 km x 2 km), the height of the ridge is approximately 150 m.  b) 

Relative frequency of occurrence of ellipticity in ambient vibrations retrieved by TFPA. The mode of the ellipticity 

distribution is interconnected with the black line; c) Relative frequency of occurrence of strike in ambient vibrations 

retrieved by TFPA. 

 

       
Figure 4.2: TFPA analysis of earthquake recordings at station FLACH: ellipticity distribution (on left) and strike 

distribution (on right). 
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Figure 4.3: a) Site BALST  (+ surrounding area of 2 km x 2 km), the height of the ridge is approximately 300 m.  b) 

Relative frequency of occurrence of ellipticity in ambient vibrations retrieved by TFPA. The mode of the ellipticity 

distribution is interconnected with the black line; c) Relative frequency of occurrence of strike in ambient vibrations 

retrieved by TFPA. 

 

       
Figure 4.4: TFPA analysis of earthquake recordings at station BALST: ellipticity distribution (on left) and strike 

distribution (on right). 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

 
The two sites presented here, show the peculiarity of the topographic site effects. Average residuals with 

respect to Swiss ground motion prediction model (GMPE) were also calculated for the two stations 

(Edwards, personal communication), and confirm the results presented here – station FLACH shows a 
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mean amplification of 5 at 5 Hz with respect to the Swiss reference profile (Poggi et al., 2011), whereas 

station BALST does not show any amplification at specific frequency based on the data used herein. 

The project NERA is now in its second year. The work on topographic site effects has started in summer 

2011, and conclusive results are expected after processing of the complete dataset. Moreover, set of new 

geophysical experiments is planned at selected sites in the framework of the project, and will help with 

the interpretation of the available station recordings. 
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Appendix E 

Polarization analysis for a typical 1D site  



 

 

An example of polarization analysis for an approximately 1D KiK

 

 

  

Figure 1: a) geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER GDEM, contour lines placed for every 20 m) and 

location of the station (red triangle); 

and 1D SH transfer function; d) distribution of t

f) distribution of the ellipticity.  

Note that the ground motion is polarized (Fig. 1f) and almost horizontal around 4 Hz (Fig. 1e), but not 

directional (Fig. 1d). Frequency of 4 Hz corresponds to 1D fundamental frequency of the site (Fig. 1c). 

Results of polarization analysis (Figs. 1e

 

a) b

d) e) 

E2 

An example of polarization analysis for an approximately 1D KiK-NET site. 

 

  

geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER GDEM, contour lines placed for every 20 m) and 

); b) shear wave velocity profile; c) observed amplification function 

istribution of the strike angle; e) distribution of the dip angle; 

Note that the ground motion is polarized (Fig. 1f) and almost horizontal around 4 Hz (Fig. 1e), but not 

directional (Fig. 1d). Frequency of 4 Hz corresponds to 1D fundamental frequency of the site (Fig. 1c). 

Results of polarization analysis (Figs. 1e-f) thus indicate potential site effect.   

b) c) 

f) 

 

geometry of the terrain (based on ASTER GDEM, contour lines placed for every 20 m) and 

observed amplification function 

dip angle; 

Note that the ground motion is polarized (Fig. 1f) and almost horizontal around 4 Hz (Fig. 1e), but not 

directional (Fig. 1d). Frequency of 4 Hz corresponds to 1D fundamental frequency of the site (Fig. 1c). 
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Appendix F 

Horizontal amplification on topography at selected broad-band stations of INGV seismic network    
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HORIZONTAL AMPLIFICATION ON TOPOGRAPHY AT SELECTED 

BROAD-BAND STATIONS OF INGV SEISMIC NETWORK  
 

 

Pischiutta et al. (2011) performed a systematic investigation on 226 rock site stations in Italy to estimate the site 

amplification of the horizontal motion and its tendency to be directional. Their analysis method combines H/V 

spectral ratios in the frequency domain (Nakamura, 1989) and assessment of the horizontal polarization angle in 

the time domain. Using the large data set of the Italian stations the first step of their analysis was the spectral 

characterization of one hour of calm ambient noise recorded at each station during the night, calculating the 

horizontal-to-vertical spectral ratios (HVSRs) for rotation angles of 10° to 180°. The mean spectral ratios plotted 

versus frequency and rotation angle are a powerful tool to display the occurrence, if any, of differential 

amplification of the horizontal motion along a specific azimuth (see Fig. 1). In Pischiutta et al. (2011), this 

tendency of many rock sites is also confirmed by the application of a time domain technique based on the 

covariance matrix method (Jurkevics, 1988). They repeated the analysis using seismic events, selected among 

those occurred in Italy in the period January 2008 – March 2011, with magnitude higher than 3. They found a 

general consistency between results obtained by using ambient noise and earthquakes. Pischiutta et al. (2011) 

concluded that 30% of rock stations shows an horizontal amplification larger than 2 and this amplification is 

strongly directional. Many of stations that show this behavior are installed on topographic irregularities: it is 

known from the literature that instrumental observations of topographic effects indicate larger motions 

transversally to the elongation of the relief (Spudich et al., 1996; Massa et al., 2010; Pischiutta et al., 2010; 

Marzorati et al., 2011).  

Here we show results of nine selected stations installed on topographic irregularities (ALJA, CERT, CLTB, 

ESLN, FIAM, ILLI, INTR, LADO, SGTA) showing directional amplification. 

In Figure 1 we show a local-scale description for three stations. Panel A is relative to station CERT (Cerreto 

Laziale) located on the top of an elongated ridge with an elevation of 300 m from the valley and about 1 km 

wide. The topography isolines are drawn in the top-left inset. Below this inset, ambient noise polarization (cyan 

rose diagram) and earthquake polarization (red rose diagram) at station CERT are compared, the contour map of 

H/V spectral ratios is shown as well. On the Cerreto Laziale hill, predominant polarization is oriented N80°, 

there is a strict consistency between ambient noise and earthquake polarization, and the predominant azimuth is 

transversal to the hill major axis. Panel B is relative to station CLTB (Caltabellotta) located on the top of an 

elongated ridge, which is 600 m high from the valley and 1 km wide. The analysis performed on ambient noise 

(cyan rose diagram) and earthquakes (blue rose diagram) consistently reveals a polarization oriented N160°. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Redrawn from Pischiutta et al. (2011). Results of polarization analysis for three representative stations and 

interpretation of results at the local-site scale. Panel A shows the polarization result at station CERT (Cerreto Laziale), on a 

1 km wide and 300 m high ridge for ambient noise (cyan rose diagram) and seismic events (red rose diagram). In the 

middle, the array deployment is drawn on a DEM. In panel B, results of polarization at  station CLTB (Caltabellotta) are 

illustrated. The H/V spectral ratios are shown on the left bottom, and the two rose diagrams represent polarization obtained 

from ambient noise (cyan rose diagram) and seismic events (blue rose diagram). Panel C  describes observations at station 

ESLN, located on the top of Mt. Etna. The polarization pattern around the crater area was estimated by Falsaperla et al. 

(2010) that found a polarization orientation perpendicular to the radial fracture field. At ESLN, the result of our 

polarization analysis on ambient noise (blue rose diagram) and earthquake records (red rose diagram) confirms the site 

orientation previously found by Falsaperla et al. (2010). 
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Also in this case the polarization angle is perpendicular to the hill elongation. Finally, in panel C, an example of 

polarization on densely fractured rocks is shown. Results of polarization analysis (yellow rose diagrams) are 

from Falsaperla et al. (2010) who found that a fracture system produced by the 1989 volcanic activity on Mt. 

Etna strongly controls horizontal polarization at the crater stations. Among stations analyzed by Falsaperla et al. 

(2010), we consider ESLN which is part of the Italian Seismic Network (Fig. 1). Polarization derived from 

ambient noise (cyan rose diagram) and earthquake records (red rose diagram) are drawn with H/V spectral 

ratios. The horizontal polarization is oriented N120°, in agreement with Falsaperla et al. (2010): this direction is 

perpendicular to the local fracture system, that spreads radially from to the volcano crater. Station ESLN is an 

example of effects found in a volcanic context. Nevertheless in non-volcanic settings too the predominant 

fracture orientation has been recognized to affect polarization, with an orthogonal relation between fracture 

directions and observed polarization (Pischiutta et al., 2013). 

 

 

Fig. 2. Rose diagrams representing: rotation angles corresponding to the maximum-amplitude azimuths of response spectra 

(cyan); the horizontal polarization of ambient noise (red); the horizontal polarization of seismic events (blue). 

During earthquakes, horizontal motion polarization can have a strong influence on the response of engineered 

structures, their rigidity too depending on azimuth. Measures of intensity shaking were proposed in the past to 

take into account the ground motion variability versus azimuth. Boore et al. (2006) defined GMRotDnn as 

response spectra obtained for period-dependent rotation angle, where nn is the fractile of the geometric means 

for rotation angles 0° < θ < 180° sorted by amplitudes (e.g. GMRotD50 is the median value and GMRotD100 is 

the largest geometric mean over all rotation angles). Response spectra were computed for rotation angles from 

10° to 180° with increments by 10°. In Fig. 2 we compare the maximum amplitude azimuth of response spectra 

(cyan rose diagram) with the horizontal polarization calculated by using ambient noise (red rose diagram) and 

seismic events (blue rose diagram at stations ALJA (Alia), FIAM (Fiamignano), ILLI (Lipari), INTR 

(Introdacqua), LADO (San Nicola dell’Alto) and SGTA (Sant’Agata di Puglia). We found that the maximum 

amplitude azimuth of response spectra calculated at each site on the recorded seismic events consistently agree 

with the mean horizontal polarization direction. The response spectra for the two orthogonal directions are 

compared with the GMPEs of not amplified rock sites assessed by Di Alessandro et al. (2008 and 2011). In Fig. 

3 we show results at stations ALJA, FIAM, ILLI, INTR, LADO and SGTA as well as station locations on the 

Italian territory and epicenters of earthquakes used for the analysis. The red and black curves represent the 

maximum and minimum amplitude direction, respectively For the sake of comparison, the bleu curves represent 

the expected response spectrum and its + 1 s.d. uncertainty as derived by Di Alessandro et al. (2008 and 2011) 

using a site category (Class I) characterized by a flat (<2) H/V response spectra ratio.  
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Fig. 3. Station locations on the Italian territory and epicenters of earthquakes used for the analysis Response spectra at 

rotation angles corresponding to the maximum- (red curve) and minimum-amplitude azimuths (black curves) of each station. 

The bleu colored band represents +1 s.d. above the expected curve of GMPEs by Di Alessandro et al. (2011) for class CL-I 

sites. 
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Fig. 4. Redrawn from Pischiutta et al. (2011). Response spectra at rotation angles corresponding to the maximum- (red 

curve) and minimum-amplitude azimuths (black curves) of each station. The bleu colored band represents +1 s.d. above the 

expected curve of GMPEs by Di Alessandro et al. (2011) for class CL-V sites.  Note the anomaly of the long-period volcanic 

earthquake recorded at CLTB (bottom panel): it is poor in high-frequency content and rich in low frequencies, according to 

findings by Milana et al. (2009) for Etnean earthquakes.   

 

Fig. 4 shows response spectra for the two orthogonal directions using available earthquake records (magnitude 

and distance of each earthquake are written in the figure) at stations CERT, CLTB and ESLN. Consistently to 

Fig. 3, response spectra in the minimum amplitude direction tend to lie within 1 s.d. above the expectation of 

GMPEs of not amplified rock sites. In contrast, ground motions of sites affected by directional effects tend to 

exceed the + 1 s.d. curve along the maximum amplitude direction. Often the excess is not limited to the 

fundamental site resonance but affects different period intervals: this is particularly evident at ESLN where both 

the 1-2 s site resonance and short (T ≈ 0.25 s) periods are significantly amplified. The GMPEs assessed by Di 

Alessandro et al. (2008 and 2011) for sites classes depending on the site resonant period are also checked. This 

check is significant because the earthquake records of the test were not included in the data set used by Di 

Alessandro et al. (2011). Based on the H/V contour plots of Fig. 1, the class CL-III  is assigned to CERT and 

CL-IV to CLTB and ESLN. Fig. 5 suggests that the ± 1 s. d. uncertainty (thin bleu lines) encompasses 

satisfactorily observations in terms of period-independent geometric mean and GMRotD50 as defined by Boore 

et al. (2006). Only response spectra along the maximum amplitude direction, in rare cases, exceed the + 1 s. d. 

curve.  
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Fig. 5. Redrawn from Pischiutta et al. (2011). Response spectra of Fig. 2 are compared to expectations (thick bleu curves) of 

GMPEs by Di Alessandro et al. (2011) for class CL-III (CERT) and CL-IV (CLTB and ESLN). Thin bleu curves represent 

the ± 1 s. d. uncertainty around expectations. 
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